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ELLIPTIC DYNAMICAL R-MATRICES FROM THE MONODROMY 
OF THE g-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov EQUATIONS FOR THE 

STANDARD REPRESENTATION OF Uq{sln+1)* 

ADRIANO ADREGA DE MOURAt 

Introduction. In 1984 Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov derived differential equa- 
tions for conformal blocks for the Wess-Zumino-Witten conformal field theory. These 
remarkable equations are now known as the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations. 

A few years later Kohno and Drinfeld considered the monodromy of the KZ 
equations, and showed that it is given by R-matrices for the corresponding quantum 
group. This theorem is called the Drinfeld-Kohno theorem. 

In 1992, in the pioneering work [FR92], Frenkel and Reshetikhin generalized the 
notion of conformal blocks to the q-deformed case, and proposed a q-deformed version 
of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations - the so called qKZ equations, which are 
no longer differential but rather q-difference equations. Furthermore, they calculated 
the connection (= q-monodromy) of these equations in a particular case, and showed 
that they coincide with certain elliptic solutions of the star-triangle relations known 
in statistical mechanics. On the basis of these calculations, they conjectured that 
the Drinfeld-Kohno theorem for KZ equations should have a q-analog, saying that 
connection matrices of qKZ equations should be R-matrices of an appropriate elliptic 
quantum group. This statement had to remain a conjecture, since at that time there 
was no sensible definition of elliptic quantum groups. 

A successful theory of elliptic quantum groups began with the work of Felder 
[Fel94]. In this work it was realized for the first time that the main equation in this 
theory is not the usual quantum Yang-Baxter equation, but rather the dynamical 
quantum Yang-Baxter equation (DQYBE), which appeared earlier in physics liter- 
ature. In particular, Felder defined elliptic quantum groups of type A, using the 
corresponding solutions of the DQYBE. 

After this development, it became possible to formulate the Frenkel-Reshetikhin 
conjecture precisely (at least in type A) : the connection matrices for qKZ equations 
are R-matrices for Felder's elliptic quantum groups. This was proved by Tarasov and 
Varchenko first for sl2 [TV97] and then for sln+i (to be published), using a rather 
sophisticated theory of integral formulas. Also in this direction, but for |g| = 1, we 
mention the papers [MTOO, MMT99]. 

A different approach to this conjecture became possible after works of Etingof 
and Varchenko [EV99], where the so-called exchange construction was developed. 
Using this approach, it is possible to derive the general formulation of the Frenkel- 
Reshetikhin conjecture from its version in a very simple special case - in the tensor 
product of two copies of the vector representation of sln+i. This special case can be 
handled by means of the classical theory of the q-hypergeometric function 2</>i, exactly 
as it was done in [FR92]. 

The development of this special case in full detail is the main goal of this paper. 
It seems that it has not been done previously, although the ideas behind it have 
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certainly been known for a long time. We plan to consider the general case and other 
applications in a separate publication [EM02]. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. 
In section 1, we fix the basic notation, recall some definitions and known facts, and 

state the main results, which are the formula for the exchange matrix and the sequence 
of gauge transformations [EV98] that transforms it into Felder's solution.We note that 
one of the gauge transformations needed is multiplication by a scalar function which is 
a product of elliptic gamma functions of Felder and Varchenko [FelV99]; the meaning 
of its appearance in this context is not clear to us. 

The other sections contain the proofs of these results. Namely, in Section 2 we 
calculate the action of the universal R-matrix of Uq(sln+i) on the product of vector 
representations and solve the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, while in Section 3 
we obtain the elliptic dynamical R-matrix through the exchange construction. Some of 
the intermediate proofs, which are straightforward, but lengthy, are in the appendix. 
We also included in the appendix the standard facts and formulas which are used 
througout the paper. We note that while performing the calculations we found a 
number of computational errors in some previous publications. They are listed in the 
last section of the appendix. 

Acknowledgements. The problem solved in this paper was suggested to me by 
professor P. Etingof during my visit to MIT as a Ph.D student. It is motivated by his 
work with A. Varchenko [EV98, EV99]. I would like to thank professor Etingof, not 
only for suggesting the problem, but also for all helpful explanations. 

1.  The Main Theorems. 

1.1. Recalling Definitions and Fixing Notation. Consider g = 5[n-|_i(C) 
acting naturally on V = Cn+1. Let {VQ,... ,vn} be the canonical basis of V and Eij 
be the elementary matrix having 0 in all of its entries except in the ij-th which is 1 
and set hi = Ei-i^-i — i?^,^ = Ei-i}i,fi — ii^-i. Denote by <,> the invariant 
bilinear form normalized that < 0^,0^ >= 2 for simple roots {i = l,...,n). The 
dominant weights are {uoi = ft*}, the Coxeter number is K = n + 1 and p = Ylui' 
The highest weight vector of V is ^0 and its weight is UJI , vn has weight — un and the 
others vm have weight jum = 6Jm+i — 6Jm. 

Sometimes it will be more convenient to identify I) with a subspace of 
Cn+1 setting hi = (0,0,..., l^i, -1^0,... ,0) € Cn+1. Then <,> is just 
< (Ao,..., An), (/io, • • •, /J"n) >= J2 ^i^i and we use it to identify ()* with \). In ap- 
pendix E we collect some useful formulas like < /im,^z > obtained easily from this 
identification. 

Let (ciij) be the extended Cartan matrix corresponding to s[n+i where c will de- 
note the central element. Then the quantum group Uq(sln+i) is the algebra generated 
by qtd, qh, e^, /i, i = 0,..., n, t G C, h G f) with relations 

qa+b = qaqh,    a,6£l)=F+(Cd 

qheiq-
h = qa^ei,     qhfiq-h = q-CXi{h)fi,     i = 0,... ,n, h € 1) 

qhi _ g  hi 
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1 — (Lij 

E(    1)m m        1-aij-m _ n 

 V    •L/ fm f   rl—aij-m       ^ 

^[myil-oy-m]/' Jjfi 

where    [m], = —_  _1  ,    [m],! = [m]q[m - l]q... [i\q 

Uq(sln+i) is a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra whose structure maps are given by 

A{qh) = qh®qh,    A(e<) = et ® qhi + 1 ® e*,    A(/0 =/i ® 1 +g-'1'®/i 

e(gfc) = lt    £(ei) = £(/<) = 0 

S(gfc) = «-fc,    5(64) = -e49-
fcS    5(/i) = -gfc7i 

The universal R-matrix is of the form 

where {xi} is an orthonormal basis for f), {a^} is a basis for Uq(n+) and {a^} is the 
dual basis for Uq(n~). 

1.2. Quantum Dynamical Yang-Baxter Equation with Spectral Param- 
eter. Let f) be a finite dimensional abelian Lie algebra over C, V be a finite di- 
mensional semisimple f)-module and 7 G C*. The quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter 
equation with spectral parameter and step 7 is 

R12{ui -U2,\- 7/i(3))fl13(ui - tfc, X)R23{u2 - us, A - 7/i(1)) 

= R23{U2 - 1x3, X)R13(ui - u3, A - 7/i(2))i?12(ui - U2, A) (1.1) 

with respect to a meromorphic function i? : C x fj* —► End(y (8) V).  The notation 
ftW is standard and means that, for example, i?12(i£i —1/2? A — 7/i(3))(t>i 0 ^2 0 vs) = 
(i?(ifci — 1x2? A — 7//)(vi 0 ^2)) ® ^3 if ^3 has weight /i. Zero-weight solutions of (1.1) 
are called quantum dynamical R-matrices. 

Solutions of the form 

R(u, A) = ^ amjiu, X)Emi7n 0 E^i + ^T ^(u, A)Ez,m ® £;m,z 

are said to be of gln+i type. Felder [Fel94] found the interesting elliptic solutions 

n 
i?^T(tX, A) = ^2 Em,m 0 ^m,m + ^ a(M' Am,z)Sm>m ® Eij + /3(u, \m,l)EUrn ® Em)Z 

m=0 m^Z 
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with 

,, Xx _ ^I(A + 7;T)    0I(U;T) _ i>i(7;r)i?i(ti-A;r) 
a^A',-   ^(Ajr)   Mu-%r)     P{>u'A)-M*T)M«-r,T) 

where Ami/ = Am — A/, and i?i is the standard first theta function (??). 
In [EV98], Etingof and Varchenko introduced gauge transformations of quantum 

dynamical R-matrices of gln+i type. We list three gauge transformations that will be 
important for us. 

iJ(w,A) ^>c(u)R(u,\) (1.2) 

where c(u) is a holomorphic scalar function; 

R(u, A) ^ R{au, bX + //) (1.3) 

where a, 6 € C* and /z E f)*; 

i?(iz, A) H^ 

/ v ^m,m(^5 XjEjn^m 0 -£/m,m 
m=0 

+ 53 <£W(A)am,z(u, A)J5?mfm 0 £/,* + )9miz(w, A)^,m ® £m,/     (1.4) 

where {^m,z(A)} is a 7-closed 2 form as defined in [EV98]. 
The only one that changes the step is the second. It sends 7 to 7/6. 

1.3. Fusion and Exchange Construction. One way of constructing solutions 
of (1.1) is through the so called exchange construction that we briefly recall now. Let 
M^ be the Verma module over Uqfa). For generic A and q it is irreducible. Consider 
the induced £/g(5)-module 

MA,* = Uq(g) ®uq(g>°) ^x 

where Uq($-0) acts on M\ by CQ = 0, qc = ^^ for some scalar k (the level of the 
representation) and qd = (7~A where 

A       A   /AX      <A,A + 2p> ,   ,  ^ 

For generic A and fc, MA,A; is irreducible as C/^ (^-module. Then we consider intertwin- 
ing operators $(z) : MA,^ —> M^fc^V^) where K(z) is an evaluation representation 
of t/^g). We have the following characterization [EFK98, FR92] : 

THEOREM 1.1. Let MA, M^ be irreducible Verma modules over Uq(g) and k € C* 
such that MA,it 5 M^ are irreducible. For every Uq(g)-intertwiner cp : M\ —» M^ (g) F, 
there is a unique Uq(g)-intertwiner 

*£(*) : MA,fc -» AfM,fc®V(z) 

such that for any degree-zero vector w (i.e., w G M\1), the degree-zero component of 
^(z)w is (pw. The same holds with V[z, z"1]. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. The operator 

$£ := z-A$t(z) : MA,fe -> M^z^V^z'1] 

is a Uq(#)-intertwiner if and only if A = Afc(A) — Afc(/i). 
Given an intertwiner ip : Mj\ —► MM 0 V where V is a finite dimensional represen- 

tation of Uqfa), the vector < ip >G V defined by 

<<p>=<v^<pvx > 

where v\ is the highest weight vector of M\ and v* is the lowest weight vector of the 
restricted dual M*, is called the expectation value of (p. In the same lines of theorem 
1.1 one shows that <> is an isomorphism Home/ ^(M^M^ 0 V) —> V[A — fi] (see 
[ES99]). Then, given a homogeneous vector v E V, there is a unique [/^^-intertwiner 
(p^ : MA —► JW^ 0 V such that < v^tp^vx >= v where /i = A - weight(v). Given 
two homogeneous vectors v,iu we denote by (pv

x®
w the unique intertwiner given by 

the composition (^-wt(io) ® ^)
(
^A • ^e 0Perator -^(A)^ 0 w) =< (pv®w > is called 

the fusion matrix. We will denote $£x(z) by §v
x,k{z) and by $^(^1/^2) the the 

composition 

(*A-wt(»),fc(^) ® 1) 0 *A,/b(*i) : MA,fc ^ MM,fc®z2-A2V[Z2)z2-1]^rAiy[2;i,z,r1] 

The correlation function associated to <&v
x®™(zi/z2) is 

It is of the form 

*i%w(zi,zi) = sr^-^ro*!/**) 
where «/A

<
|

W;
(^) is a meromorphic function on C regular at 0. Then we can consider 

the fusion matrix with spectral parameter, Jfc(u, A) G End(y 0 V), given by 

Jk(u,\)(v®w) = Jv
x%

w(z1/z2) (1.5) 

where e27r™ = 21/22, and define the exchange matrix 

Rk(u,\) = 4K A)-1^21^^)®^!)^21^ A) (1.6) 

The fact that Rk is really a function of u follows from that it is true for 
Ti21\v(z2)0V(z1) [EFK98]. Then one shows [EV99] that Rki^X) is a solution of the 
quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (1.1) (with step 1). 

1.4. Statement of the Main Theorems. We state now the formula for the 
exchange matrix Rk(u,\) for the standard representation of Uq(sln+i) and give the 
sequence of gauge transformations that transforms it in Felder's elliptic solution for 
the proper parameters. 
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THEOREM 1.3. 

n 

Rk(u, A) = xfa,r,7) y ]r £7mjm 0 £:mim + 
m=0 

^ crm^(A, fc)a(u, 7(A + p)m,i)Em,m ® ^i,/ + /?(u, 7(A + p)m,l)Ehm 0 ^j) 

wAere 

re(-« + r, (n + 1)7, T)    re(u + 7, (n + 1)7, T) 
X(u,r,7) =g»+i 

re(-u + r + 7, (n + 1)7, r)    re(u, (n + 1)7, r) 

l'm[ ' j"9  rp(i + i(A + p),,m)   rp(-i(A + p)lim + i) 

1 

and   crm)/(A,A:) = 
^,m(A, &) 

/or m < /. #ere p = g-
2'6l |g| < 1, |p| < 1, r = ^f = -^, 7 = - J = ^^1 

zs ^Ae standard first theta function (??), Fg 25 f/ie q-gamma function (B.l) andTe is 
the elliptic gamma function (B.7). 

REMARK. We will assume throughout the paper that |g| < 1 and \p\ < 1. One can 
manage to write similar formulas for the other three regions \q\ < 1 < |p|, \p\ < 1 < \q\ 
and 1^1 > 1, \p\ > 1, writing the infinite products and series involved in the right 
convergence region, but should be warned that it is not just a matter of changing 
signs of r and 7 accordingly in theorem 1.3. 

THEOREM 1.4. Rk(u, A) is gauge equivalent to Felder's elliptic solution R^T{u, A) 
for 7 and r given in theorem 1.3. The sequence of gauge transformations is 

1. gauge transformation (1.2) with c(u) = xiu, T,I)~
1
; 

2. gauge transformation (1.3) with a = 1, b = I/7 and fi = — p; 
3. gauge transformation (1.2) with </?m,z(A) = crz,m(A/7 — p, k). 

REMARK. Etingof and Varchenko [EV98] classified the dynamical R-matrices of 
0W1 tyPe up to gauge transformations, when 7 is regarded as a formal parameter 
(in the case of elliptic quasiclassical limit). The answer is that all solutions are gauge 
equivalent to Felder's solution. It is believed that in the analytic, rather than formal, 
situation the classification still holds, which shows why Theorem 1.4 (with some form 
of gauge transformations) is to be expected a priori. Nevertheless, these arguments 
cannot be used for proving Theorem 1.4, since the results of [EV98] are proved only 
in the formal case. Besides, it is useful to have the precise formula for Rk(u,\) and 
the corresponding sequence of gauge transformations, rather than just an existence 
result for such gauge transformations. 
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2. The q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov Equations. 

2.1. Action of the Universal R-matrix of ?7g(sln+i) on Evaluation Rep- 
resentations. For z £ C* let Dz be the automorphism of Uq(Q) given by Dz(eo) = 
zeoyDz(fo) = ^~1/o and the identity on the other generators. Jimbo [J86] (see also 
[EFK98]) proved the existence of an algebra morphism p : Uq(s) —> f/q(g) (not a Hopf 
algebra morphism and only for g = £ln+i). Then, if V is a finite dimensional repre- 
sentation of Uq(Q), the composition pz = p o Dz induces a representation of Uq(Q) in 
V, which is the ^-analogue of the evaluation representation of $ in V and is denoted 
by V(z). The element c acts as 0 on such evaluation representations. Therefore the 
action of IZ is well defined on V(x) 0 W(y) and is given by a power series Hy^w^x/y). 
It can be shown that this series is convergent in the region |a;| << |y|, is regular at 
0 and admits a meromorphic continuation to x/y € C. It is convenient to work with 
the renormalized R-matrix given by the following proposition [EFK98] : 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V,W be irreducible evaluation representations ofUq{%). 
Then 

R-v.wOz) = fv,w(z)Rv,w{z) 

where fv,w is a scalar function meromorphic in C, regular at 0 with fv,w(Q) ¥" 0 an^ 
the matrix elements of Rv.wi^) we rational functions of z regular at 0 and such that 
Rv,w{z){vo ® wo) = VQ<8)WO where VQ, WQ are the highest weight vectors of V and W 
as Uq(g)-modules. Furthermore, if\q\ < 1, fv,w can be represented as 

oo 

where X and /x are the highest weights of V and W and QV,W is a rational function 
such that £v,w(0) = 1. 

REMARK. We refer to [EFK98] for the proof. We just recall that QV,W is given 
by the equation 

g(z) (((R(z)-1)^)-1)^ = (q2? 0 l)R(q^z)(q-2P ® 1) (2.1) 

where T*1 = Y, ai ® h if T = £ a* <8) 6, is a linear map V®W -+V.&W. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. [EFK98] Let Uy V, W be irreducible evaluation representations 
ofUq(g), then R satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation with spectral parameter 

RU}V(z)RUfw(zw)RViW(w) = RViW(w)RUjW(zw)RUjv(z) (2.2) 

and the unitary property 

PRWy(z)PRv,w(z-1) = 1 (2.3) 

where P is the flip map. 
The map PRv,w(x/y) is an intertwiner V(x) (8) W(y) —> W(y) (8) V(a:). We now 

calculate the action of this intertwiner when V = W is the standard representation 
of [/^(sln+i). First note that the weight decomposition of V ® V is 

n n—1 

m=0 0=m<Z 
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where Vmjm = C(vm®vm) and Vmii = C(vm<g>vi)®C(vi<8>vm). PR(x/y) is completely 
determined by the properties of being an intertwiner and PR(x/y)(vo®vo) = VQ <8>VO. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let z - x/y and m <l. The action of R(z) in V(x) ® V(y) 
is given by : 

R(z)(vm ® vm) =vm®vm 

R(z)(Vm 0 Vi) = €(z) (Vm (g) Vi) + r)(z) Z (vi ® Vm) 

R(z)(vi (8) vm) = r](z) (vm ® vi) + €(z) (vi ® vm) 

where 

t(z) —j—    and   7]{z) — 
-i 

q-q-xz q-q^z 

The proof is in appendix C. 
It is convenient to write R(z) in the form 

n 

R(z) = ^2 Ei,i ® Ei9i + Z(z) ( J2 E^ ® E^ + B^ ® E*.*) 

J>* 

(2.4) 

We now calculate Qn+i = gyy.   We see that deti?(z) = £(z)2 — ^(z)2 is the 
determinant of R(z) in the weight spaces Vmj. Then we have 

(Rizy^^Y^EvQEv     + 
2=0 

det JR(Z) V -f-f ( ^ ^M ® ^iJ + ^J ® Ei,i) 

V(z) 
det i?(z) 

( 53 ^t,i ® ^,i + Ejti ® ^fi) 
j>i 

Now observe that the invariant subspaces of this operator are V= = ®C(t>; ® v^) 
and Vi^j = C(vi ® Vj) and that the action on V- is given by the matrix 

Tn+i = 

/  1      *P(*) 

p(z)       1 

• *'     zp(z)\ 

P^) 1     /  (n+l)x(n+l) 

where       p(z) Viz) l-Q2 

detR(z)      l-q2z 

From here it is easy to see that (apply (2.1) to VQ ® VQ) 

detrn+i 
^n+l = detrn 

(2.5) 
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After calculating this expression (see appendix D for details) we get 

en+l{z) - (i-^)(i-z«r>») (2-6) 

Finally we have the expression for /y^ = /n-f i 

oo 

/n+1(^) = ,* n ^+i(92i(n+1^) (2.7) 
i=o 

REMARK. Recall that ^_ =< CJIJWI > (appendix E). For 5(2 we have £2(2) = 

^T^1"^^. A more general formula for 5I2 can be found in [EFK98]. 
To extend the evaluation representation V(z) to the whole Uq(Q) we consider 

z"AVr[z,z~1] = V ® 2:~AC[2;,z~1] where ^(g) acts as on ^(2;) (considering z as a 
variable and not a number) and qd will act as z-^. 

2.2. Correlation Functions. If we begin with Vi®Vj G Vmji (z, j G {m,i}), we 
have an intertwiner 

KT^VM ■ M\k - M/1,fc®y[x,x-1]®V[y>y-1] 

where /i = A — (/xm 4- /i^)-    The correlation function ^v^k
Vj(x^y) (associated to 

*Vxtk
Vi(y/x)) l^s in x-^y-^Vmjlly/x}} (see [FR92, EFK98]), where 

Ai = Afc(A - fij) - Afc(A - (in + /xro))       A2 = Afe(A) - Afc(A - fij) 

and the constant term in V^j[[y/sc]] is equal to J(X)(vi ® Vj). 

REMARK. The fusion matrix J(A) is given in appendix F. 
The following fundamental theorem was derived in [FR92] (see also [EFK98]) : 

THEOREM  2.4.      The correlation functions ^x^3   satisfies the q-Knizhnik- 
Zamolodchikov equations 

ty/iere p ~ q 2K
 and qfa means that the action is on the i-th component. 

REMARK. Recall that we will assume later (to deduce equation (2.13) bellow for 
example) that \p\ < 1, which is really a condition over k in the end. 

Since ^^ Vj satisfies the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, we call it a fusion 
solution. 

The nontrivial information about the solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov 
equations is concentrated in the modified q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations 

V(px,y) = q^+2pR(x/y)y(x,y) 

¥(z,py) = ^(py/xtf+Mvfay) (2.8) 
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obtained from the original replacing R by R (notice we used the unitary property of 
R to write the modified system). 

Denote by ^^(x^y) the solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations 
in the weight spaces Vmj. The solutions of the original equations are given by 

*?i(x,y) = G(x,y)9?i(x,y) (2.9) 

where \I/^ (x, y) are the solutions of the modified equations and G is a scalar function 
satisfying 

G(x, y) = f(y/x)G(px, y)       G{x,py) = f(py/x)G(x, y) (2.10) 

where / is given by (2.7) 

oo 

/n+1(z) = q^g{z)        and       g{z) = JJ ^+i(^(n+1)^ (2.11) 
.7=0 

Then equation (2.10) can be writen as 

G{x,y) =p~2n(n+i) g(y/x)G(px,y)       G(x,py) =p"aM»+i) g(py/x)G(x,y) 

whose solution is 

G(a?,y) = {x/y)^TT)h(y/x) (2.12) 

where 

oo oo 

Kz) = n^+1 z)'1 = 11 ^+i(92j'(n+1V+1^)-1 (2.13) 
/=0 j,l=0 

REMARK. If we were supposing that \p\ > 1 (but still \q\ < 1), the correct expres- 
sion for h(z) would be h(z) = Yl^l0g(p~l z). In section 3.3 we express /(^~

1
)^=TJ 

in term of elliptic gamma functions. 

2.3. Fusion Solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov Equations. We 
now solve the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations for the standard representation 
of Uq(sln+i) taking values in the weight spaces Vmj, (m < I). When it does not cause 
confusion, we will drop the indices A, k, m, I. We define 

A        = A     +A = <2A-(Mm+MzH2/0,Aim-W^> 

w    = _ <A+p,M;-/Zm> _ 
2K 2 H

X
+P)I* 

(2.14) 

If m = I one easily sees that the solution of (2.8) in the space Vm,m is 

*(a?, y) = (xy)~A/2vm <%> vm 

up to multiplication by a pseudo-constant C(z), i.e., C(pz) = C(z). Then ^(x,?/) = 
G(x)y)^(x1y) is the fusion solution in this space since 

*(aM/) = (xy)-A/2(x/y)*tf+V h(y/x)(vm®vm) (2.15) 
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and J(\)(ym 0 vm) = vm®vm. 
Now we fix m < I. Combining the 2 modified q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equa- 

tions one easily sees that 

Hence 

and il>(z) satisfies 

We write 

y(px,py) =p A%{x,y) 

q{x,y) = {xy)-A/2iP{x/y) 

il)(z) = ^i(z){vm ® vi) + foWivi (8) vm) 

and use proposition 2.3 to get the following system 

where £,77 are given by (2.4). 
Then one reduces this system to the following equation for -01 

{q~1pz-q)Mp2^^{pw+P~w-(P^+1+P'^)MP^ + {Q^-Q~1)M^ = 0 (2.17) 

which is a second order difference equation as considered in appendix A (see propo- 
sition A.l). In our case 

Ao^q^p,    A^-fc^+jT*7),    A2 = q, 

-1 Bo = -Q,     B1 = (pw +p-t*),     B2 = -q 

and we have two sets of solutions, (ui^r^ s*, £*), all given up to the sum of an integer 
multiple of j~^ and also up to interchange r and 5 in each set 

m = -w + ±    n = i + 1       si = £ - 2zs7       ti = -2tJ7 4-1 
(2.18) 

n2 = ^ + ^ 7-2 = £ 52 = £ + 2W + 1       t2 = 2t*7 + 1 

Since fusion solutions lie in a;~Al2/~A2 V^j [[y/x]], instead of taking the solutions 
of the corresponding q-hypergeometric equations which are regular at z = 0, we take 
their quasimeromorphic solutions given by proposition A.2. Now we are ready to state 

PROPOSITION 2.5. The fusion solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equa- 
tions for the standard representation of Uq(sln+i) are 

*VxfVm(^y) = (^)-A/2(x/y)^TTT h(y/x)(vm ® vm) 
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ifm = l and, for m < I 

*VxfVl(x>y) = (xy)-A/2(x/y)7X%m h{y/x)^\x/y){vm®vl) + ^(x/y)^ ® «„,)) 

^'.f m(*.y) = (^-^(x/^^+iT h(y/x)(l>?\x/y)(vm ®t;,) + ^\x/y)(vi ®i;m)) 

^(x/y) = (!r/y)w-1/2"2^i(p1/",p-2o'+1/",p-2w;p,p1-1/V^) 

^(x/y) = e (x/yr^-V^iy/x) 2<t>i(p1+1/K,p1+2™+1/K,p2^+1);p,p1-1/Ky/x) 

< 2A - (/im + /i;) + 2p, /im + /i( > < X + p, m - tJ,m > 
Zi =  CT ~ 

e= 
9-9' 

2« 2« 
-1 

l_p-(2«7+l) 

p = ^~
2K;
 and h(y/x) is given by (2.13). 

Proof. We already know that these are solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov 
equations. Hence we are left to check that they are fusion solutions. Begin with 
the trivial observation that x~^1y~^2 = {xy)~^{x/y)~ 2 . Now notice that 
_ A^Ai = ±tu+</y> respectively for ^^ and ^fm. Recalling the expres- 
sions for < /im, /// > in appendix E we are left to check if the degree zero components 
in Kn,z[[y/#]] coincide with the corresponding expectation values. For m = I we have 
already done it. For the two-dimensional weight spaces, one first notices that, though 
the expressions for ^ seem to contain a term in #/?/, they actually cancel in both 
cases. In the case of \I/^®Vrn it is clear that the degree zero coefficient in the direc- 
tion of vm ® vi vanishes. Therefore we just have to multiply by a constant (1 and e 
respectively) to get the predicted expectation values. D 

2.4. Intertwined Fusion Solutions. Let ^ be the correlation function asso- 
ciated to an intertwiner 

(*i 0 1)*2 : Mxtk - M^k&x-^Vfax-^&y-^Vlyty-1] 

and set 

<j>(yix) = PR(x/y)¥(x,y) 

As an immediate consequence of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations for ^f we 
get 

PROPOSITION 2.6. 

*(W,S) = f(py/x)qll^^l)+2p)R(y/x)^x) 

<Ky,px) = ^^^V/V)^^^0^^^^) 

where f is given by (2.7). 
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One easily recognizes now that (f>(y,x) = G(x,y)ty(y,x), where G is the same 
given by (2.12) and ^(y,x) is the corresponding solution of the modified q-Knizhnik- 
Zamolodchikov equations intertwined, i.e., with x,y interchanged. Therefore we can 
calculate the (intertwined) fusion solutions * as linear combination (up to multi- 
plication by G&y)) 0f the solutions of the (not intertwined) modified q-Knizhnik- 
Zamolodchikov equations using its solutions around x/y = 0 after multiplying them 
by PR(x/y). We recall what these solutions were (2.18) 

(xyrA/2(x/yr~+1/2*2Mp1+1/K,p-2T°+1/K,p-2™+1;p,p-1/Kx/y) 

{xy)-^Hf\xly) = (2.19) 
(xy)-^2(x/yr+lf3K 2<Pi(p1/K,P2™+1+1/K,P2z°+1;P,p-1/Kx/y) 

;(i)      _ p-^(q-q-1z)^\Pz)-(.l-z)^)(z) 

Now, in the same way we proved proposition 2.5, we see that the following are the 
fusion solutions of the "intertwined" q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations 

*x;®Vm(V, x) = (xy)-A/2(y/x)^^ h(x/y)(vm ® vm) (2.20) 

if m = / and, for m < I 

4>^(y,x)= (2.21) 

h(xy)-*^y/x)*z^h(x/y)(ij>1
ll\y/x)ty^ 

*Ztv™M= (2.22) 

€2(xy)-A/2(y/x)^+iT h(x/y) ^i(2)\ylx){vm ® vfi + i>i2\y/x)(vi ® z;m)) 

where 

tii* (y/x) = (x/y)ri(x/y)ij>[l) (x/y) + f (z/y)^0 (x/y) 

^(v/x) = €(z/y)ip[%)(x/y) 4- r](x/y)^ (x/y) 

h = p-^-i\ ^ = g and £, rj are given by (2.4). 

3. Monodromy and the Elliptic Quantum Dynamical R-Matrix. 

3.1. The Exchange Matrix for Intertwiner Operators. The f7g(g)- 
intertwiner §v®w(x/y) : MA,* -> M^k®V[y,y''1)^V{x,x''1], which is ana- 
lytic in the region \y\ » \x\ can be analytically continued to a meromor- 
phic one in the region \y\ « \x\. We still denote the analytic continuation 
by $v®w(x/y).   Therefore, the product PR(y/x)§v®w(x/y) is a C/9(5)-intertwiner 

MA,* -> M^k&Vfax-^&Vly.y-1). Hence it must be of the form $f$®w)(y/x) for 
some operator Bk(x/y, A) : V ® V -> V ® V. We call the operator 

Bk(z,X)=Bk(z,X)P 
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the unitary exchange matrix since it satisfies the unitary condition 

Bl1(z,X)Bk(z-\X)^l (3.1) 

The ("non unitary") exchange matrix constructed in section 1.3 is given by 

Rk(uJ\) = f(z-1)Bk(z,\) (3.2) 

where z = x/y = e~27rzu and / is given by proposition 2.1. 

3.2. A Formula for the Exchange Matrix through Monodromy. We now 
calculate the exchange matrix Rk(u,\) for the standard representation of Uq(sln+i). 
We begin by the "twisted" unitary exchange matrix Bk(z, A). Since there is no risk of 
confusion we will drop the sub-indices A, k. So we consider the [^(stn+i^intertwiners 
Q^Wty/x) and ^v^vi){y/x) = PR(y/x)$Vi®vJ(x/y) and their expectation values 

Jv™®Vl(y/x) =< $v™®Vl(y/x) > JVi®vi{y/x) =< ^v^Vl\y/x) > 

From proposition 2.5 and equations (2.19),(2.20),(2.21) and (2.22) we find the expec- 
tation values in Vmj (we just have to erase the x~Aiy~Aj from the corresponding 
solutions of the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations). For the 1-dimensional weight 
spaces T4n,m we have 

J(y/x) = h(y/x)vm <g> vm       while       J(y/x) = h(x/y)vm 0 vm 

Hence 

Bk{x/y, X)(vm ® vm) = vm ® Vm 
h(y/x) 

Now, for m < I 

jvmmtiy/x) = h(y/x)(j[1\x/y)(vm®vl) + J^\xly){vi ® vm)) 

where 

jvi®vm{y/x) = h{ylx)(j?\x/y){vm ® vi) + JF'WvHvi ® vm)) 

J^iz) = 2MP
1/K

,P-^
+1/K

,P-
2VJ

;P,P
1
-

1/K
Z-

1
) 

j{2)(z) - ez-
1
2^1(iJ

1+1/K
)p

1+2CT+1/K,p2(-+1);p,p1-1/K
Z-

1) 

(D      _ p-V*«(q - q-'z^jpz) - (1 - zyPiz) 
n — n    ■L q-q- 

rd)/ p-tu,-i/2K(q _ q-iz)jV)(pZ) _ (i - z)j[2\z) 

^w- 
and 

J^®v'(y/x) = h(x/y)(j[l\x/y)(vm ® «,) + ^{x/y)^ ® vm)) 

jv^vm{y/x) = h(x/y)(j[2)(x/y)(vm ® vi) + Jji2\x/y){vi ® vm)) 
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where 

J^iz) = h 2Mp1+1/K,p-2™+1/K,p-2t°+1;p,p-1/Kz) 

j[2\z) = e22Mp1/K,p1+2"+1/K,p2™+l;p,p-l/Kz) 

yd), ,     p-^+1^(q - g-^JfV) - (1 - z^jz) 

f(2)      _ p^jq - q-'z^jpz) - (1 - z)^(z) 

Now we use theorem A.3 to write j^    as a combination of J^K Of course that 

the same will automatically be done for J^. 

f(i)M .. rp(i-2ro)rp(i + 2CT) e(zp-2CT;p)    (1) 
Jl (z)-rp(i + i/K)rp{i-i/K)e(zp-V";p)eiJl [) 

rp(l - 2tg)rp(-l - 2w) Q(zp;p)     ei£  (2) 

rp(-2w + l/K)rp(-2w - 1/K) 0(zp-V«;p)   e    1   W 

f(2)r,v   : rp(l + 2ro)rp(l + 2CT) Q(z;p) (!) 
1 v ;   rp(2o7 +1 + i//c)rp(2a7 +1 - I/K) e^p-1^^)t2Jl KZ) 

rp(l + 2CT)rp(-l-2CT) e(V+2ro;p) e2£  (2) 

rp(i/K)rp(-i//S)     eczp-v-p) c  ! y) 

Finally, in the basis {vm 0 vi, vi 0 vm} for V^,;, we have 

/    rp(i-2ro)rp(i+2ro) e(zp-2',';p) - rp(i+2ro)rp(i+2ro) e(2;p)   . . 
rp(n-i/K)rp(i-i/K)   e(2g2;p)   ei       rp(2c7-)-i+i/K)rp(2ro+i-i/K) 0(5?2;p) e2 

(3.3) 
1        rp(l-2ro)rp(-l-2ro) 9(zp;p) elZ rp(l+2CT)rp(-l-2CT) e(zp1+2";p) evz 
\rp(-2m+l/K)rp{-2m-l/K)  e(zq2;p)   e rp(l/K)rp(-l/K) &(zq2;p)       e 

with z — x/y = e~2niu. Then Rk(u, A) has the form 

.Rk(u,X) = 

v        '     m=0 m^l 

where, for m < / 

n^(z x) = rp(l + 2tg)rp(l + 2ru) Q(z;p)   . 
fc ^ ' ;   rp(2w +1 + i/K)rp{2w +1 - I/K) e(z52;p)e2 

,,m,     , =       rp(l - 2tg)rp(-l - 2^7)        Q(zp;p) hz 
k   K '   ;     rp(-2a; + l//c)rp(-2o7 - 1/K) @{zq2;p)   e 

^m,!,    ..     rp(l + 2CT)rp(-l-2CT) 9(zp1+2ro;p)e2z 
Pfe l ' ,       rp(i/K)rp(-i/K)      e(zg

2;p)    e 
^.m,   Av = rp(l-2CT)rp(l + 2CT) Q{zp-^;p) 
Pk K ' ;   rp(i + i/K)rp(i - I/K)  e(z<j2;p) Cl 
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Using identities (B.4), (B.2) and recalling the expressions for e, ei,e2 we get ex- 
pressions for /?£•' written exclusively in terms of © functions 

h     (*.A)--P ©(p-2ro;p)   Q{zq2.p) (3-4) 

Pk    ^       0(p-2ro;p)     e(Z(?2;p) 

For a^.'-7 we only get 

a,   (,,A) = <7m|l,     0(p_2CT;p)    e^^ (3.5) 

@(p-2™;p)   &(zq2;p) 

where 

rp(i + 2w + i/K)    rp(-2w) 
az'm(A' ^ "q   rp(i + 2tu)    rp(-2^ + I/K) (3-6) 

aiidam>f(A>fe) = ^J^fc). 

3.3. The Elliptic R-Matrix. We now calculate the gauge transformations that 
show that the exchange matrix for the standard representation of Uq($ln+i) is gauge 
equivalent to Felder's elliptic solution for the the proper parameters. 

The exchange matrix is a solution of (1.1) with step 1. The first gauge trans- 
formation we apply is (1.2). It just removes the function /(z"1) w^ and doesn't 
change the step. For the next steps we need to write the exchange matrix in terms of 
#i. As usual we set z = e""27r*u and also p = e27rzr,i.e., 

logp        log<? 
r = ■——- = 7- K 

2'Kl TTl 

and use (B.6) and the fact that di is an odd function to obtain, for m < I 

#1 (2WT — T/K\ T)      #1 {w, T) 
a™'l{z,\) = <jmr 

dx {2WT\ T)      I?I (u + T/K; r) 

Then set 

J,m,    .x_/T     QI{-2WT-T/K\T)      tfl(tt;T) 

flm.'/-   \\ = 1>l(-T//6;T)tfi(tt-2tPT;T) 
Pfc   l '   '      i?1(2ror;r)  ^(U + T/KJT) 

/        log 9 
-T/K =  — 
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and apply gauge transformation (1.3) with a = 1, b = 1/7 and ^ = —p. This changes 
the step to 7. One easily checks now that 

<Pm,iW = 0"i,m(A/7 - p, /c) 

is a 7-closed 2-form and apply gauge transformation (1.2) to finally obtain Felder's 
solution for these 7 and r. 

Now that we have identified 7 and r, it is interesting to observe how they appear 
also in the function 

X(u,T,7)=f(z-%h{Z)- 
'M*"1) 

with the usual identifications z = e~27™u,p = e27™T => q = e2™7/2.   Recalling the 
expression for /(z) (2.7) and h(z) (2.13) we see that x can be written as 

x(^r^) = q^P1P2P3P4 

where 

00 1          ^(71+1)^ + 1^2(71+1)^-1 
R  -   TT   l~q P       q    lf_n  _^(n+l)   2(n+l)   -U 
^   11 l-^(n+lW+l2            ^      ^              «             Z     > 

QQ 1 _ n2j(n+l)nl+l 7-\ 

^         11 ! _ a2i(n+l)^+la2(n+l)^ ^       «                *      >/ 

p  = fr      1 - q^^i)pWq2z 1 
3 "11 1 - q2j(n+l)pf+l92n^-l (1 _ ^(n+l^n^-l) 

00      ^ ^(n+iy+l^n^ 

92j(n+iy+l92^-l (1 _ q2j{n+l)q2z-l^ 

Each of these products can be written in terms of a single elliptic gamma function 
(B.7) as follows 

00 _ 1 _ g(j+l)2(n+iyz-l «    1_g(j+l)2(n+l)pt+l(p-l;8-l) 
1_   11        1 _ 0j2(n+l)p«+l2       _   11        l_oj2(n+l)pJ/p-lz-n-l 

i,J=o * ^ i,J=o ^ ^ ^ ' 

=re(-u + T,(n + l)7,r) 

1 _ gj2(n+iy2-l j 

^ 11   1 - gO+l)2(n+iy+lZ        FeK (11+1)7,7) 
Jjf—u 

3 11     1 - aJ2(n+l)rfz-l 11   1 - a0+l)2(n+l)p/+l(m2z)-l 

^e{-u -h r + 75 (n- + 1)7>r) 

p   =    TT   l^^2(w+1V+1
g

2^ f^   x.^+^n+iy+l^^-l)-! 
4 11    1 _ gi2(u+l)pl^2^-1   -   11 l-9J2(n+iy(g2^-.l) 

= rc(ti + 7,(n + l)7,r) 
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The elliptic gamma function was studied in [FelV99]. 

Appendix A. Second Order Difference Equations and the q- 
Hypergeometric Function. Consider a second order difference equation of the 
form 

(AQZ + £o)/(p2*) + (Ai* + Bi)/(pz) + (A2z + B2)f(z) = 0 (A.l) 

For generic values of the coefficients this equation reduces to the Heine's q- 
hypergeometric equation (see [EFK98]) 

{pr+sz_pt-l)f{p2z) + {_{pr +ps)z+pt-l + 1)f(pz) + (z _ 1)/(z) = Q        (AI2) 

PROPOSITION A.l. Let rj^Sj^tj.Uj^j = 1,2, be the solutions of 

P
2U

B0+P
U
B1 + B2 = O,  p2"4£=pr+''  pu1r = -(pr+ps)>  p2u^=pt-1 

A2 A2 r>2 

Then the functions 

fW (z) = z** 201 (Prj,PSj,Ptj;p, -zA2/B2) 

are the only solutions of (2.17) of the form f(z) = zug(z) for some g(z) regular in a 
neighborhood of 0 such that g(0) = 1, where 24>i is Heine's q-hypergeometric function. 

The function f(z) = 2(t>i(pr
1p

s,pt]p,z~1) satisfies 

(1 -^)/(p2z) + ((pt+1+p2)z - (pr +f))f{pz) + {pr+s -pt+1z)f(z) = 0   (A.3) 

which is obtained from Heine's q-hypergeometric equation (A.2) after replacing z by 
z-1. This equation can also in general be reduced to (A.2) with new parameters 
(r, 5, t) given by 

(r',*',*') = (r,r-t + l,r-s + l)       or       (r",s",t") = (s-m,s,s-r4-l) (A.4) 

and one concludes 

PROPOSITION A.2. The functions 

gi(z) = z-r2^i(pr,pr-t+1,pr-+1;p>p*+1-r-az-1) 

92(z) = 2r"a2^i(pa-t+1,pa,p-r+1;p,pt+1-r"sz-1) 

are solutions of (A.2) quasimeromorphic on C* U oo 
Let rq be the q-gamma function and Q(z;q) be given by (B.l). Then we have 

the following theorem for the q-hypergeometric functions [GaRa90, EFK98] 

THEOREM A.3. 2<Pi(pr,ps,pi;p,z) = A(z)gi(z) + Q(z)g2(z) where 

rp(t)rp(S-r) G(zpr;p) 
n '     Tp(S)Tp(t-r)   6(2;p) 

n(z) = 
rp(t)rp(r-s) e(zps;p) 
rp(r)Tp(t-s)   G(z;p) ' 
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Appendix B. Theta,  Elliptic and q-Gamma Functions.   We recall the 
expressions and identities used 

e(z; q) = ]l(l - zqi)(l - z" V+1)(l - ^+1) 
i>o 

(B.l) 

r,(a) = (i-,)1-nr?|+i 

Then 

ze(qz;q) = -e(z;q)        zQ{z;q) =-qQ{q-lz;q)        Q{qz;q) = eCz"1;?)    (B.2) 

Let C{q) = (1 - q)(q; q)^ = (1 - g)(Uj^ ' Qj+1)f 

r,(a)r,(l - a) = ^L r,(l + a) = {a}qrq(a) = i=^ r,(a)       (B.3) 

Prom this we get 

r(a)r(2-a)-{1-a}''c(9)^{Q-1}^(9) 

rq(a)l q(-a) - - 

(B.4) 

{-a}q@(qa;q)      {a}qQ{q-a;q) 

Now the relation between the theta function 0 and the standard first theta func- 
tion 

oo 

tix(u-T) = -  Y,  ew^+1/2)2T+27rit''+1/2Xu+1/2) (B.5) 
j=-oo 

= -ie^e*™ jQ (i _ e-2™^2™7")^! - e2lTiu{e2'Kir)j+1){l - (e27rir)i+1) 
i=o 

As an immediate consequence of the first expression we see that ^i is an odd function 
on u. Letting z = e~~27r2W and q = e27aT we get 

0(2; q) = iq-Wz^tiiiu; r) (B.6) 

Finally the elliptic Gamma function is given by 

2L   1 _ e27r2((j+l)C+(Z+l)<x-<u) 

re{u, c, ^ = n     t-^oc+i^) (B-7) 

Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 2.3. Using Jimbo's morphism, one sees 
that the only factor of p(/o) that acts non trivially on the standard representation 
is 6162 ... en = i£o,n- For brevity of notation, we will write /o instead of Pzifo)- Let 
m < I and define 

PR(z)(vm®vi) = amii(z)(vm®vi) + Pm,i(z)(vi<S)vm) 
PR(z)(vi<S>vm) = ouim{z)(vm®vi) + I3iim(z)(vi ® vm) 
PR(z)(vi ® vi)    =      ji(z)(vi ® vij 
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Fix / 7^ 0, n. We have 

PR(x/y)A(f0)(vn 0 vi) = PRix/yXx^vo ® vi) 

= x-1aoil(x/y)(vo 0 vfi + x^Po^x/y)^ ® VQ) 

By the intertwining property this is also equal to 

A(fo)PR(x/y)(vn<g)Vi)    =   A(fo)(anii(x/y)(vi ®vn) + l3n,i(x/y)(vn ® vi)^ 

=     x^anjix/y^vi (8) VQ) + y^pn^x/y)^ ® vz) 

and we conclude 

«0,i = Zfinj 00,1 = OLn,i (C.l) 

The same calculation with I = 0 will give us 

qan$ + ^n,o = 1 (C.2) 

Now we fix m < I and perform the same calculation with 

PR(x/y)A(ern)(vrn <g> vi) = A{ern)PR{x/y){vrn ® ^) 

to get 

^m-l,/ = ttm,* Pm-1,1 = 0m,l 

Therefore 

QW = aoj       j8m,z = 00,1       rn < I (C.3) 

Also, for PR(x/y)A(ei)(vi ® v/) = A(ei)PR(x/y)(vi ® ^), we get 

7Z = az-i^ + go^-i = q"10i-i,i + 0i,i-i (C.4) 

For m > Z we do the same thing replacing em by /m+i and find 

am,i = Q;n,z       0m,i = 0n,i       rn > I (C.5) 

Now PR(x/y)A{eif0)(vn ® vj) = A(eifo)PR(x/y) with ^ 0, n will give 

^n,l + Z0n,l = 1 (C.6) 

ao,z-i = ^/3n,/       an,z = /?o,z-i    i ^ 0,1, n (C.7) 

Then we combine (C.7), (C.l) and (C.3) to get 

am,i = «o,i       0m,i = 0o,i       rn < I (C.8) 

Once more the same argument with PR(x/y)A(fi)(vo ® VQ) provides 

^1,0 + ao,i = 1       q0i,o + 0o,i = q (C.9) 
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Now apply (C.5) with m = 1 in (C.2) and use (C.9) to get 

c*o,i = (l-tf'Vo.i)* 

Then we use in sequence on the right hand side (C.l), (C.6) and (C.l) to finally obtain 

q — q1z 

and (C.9) implies 

ai,Q(z) = 
1-z 

q-q^z 

Going back to the intertwining program we also get 

otm,i = ai,o       0m,i = /?i,o       m > I 

(CIO) 

(C.ll) 

(C.12) 

and we are done with all c^j and pij after using (C.l), (C.3), (C.5). Equation (C.4) 
will then tell 7/ = 1     D 

Appendix D. The Expression for Qn+i. Recall the definition of the matrix 

/  1      zp(z)     "-     zp(z)\ 

p(z)       1        •'. : 

: '-.       '-.     zp(z) 
\p(z)     ...      p(z)       1   /(fl+1)x(rt+1) 

We will calculate det Tn+i. First observe that det Tn+i is equal to the determinant 
of the following matrix 

^n+l = 

/      1 zp(z) 
p(z) - 1    1 - zp(z) 0 

0 p(z) - 1     1 - zp(z) 

V   0 ... 0 

zp(z)   \ 
0 

p{z) - 1    1 - zp(z)J 

obtained from Tn+i by substituting the i-th row by itself minus the (i-l)-th.   We 
calculate the determinant using the last collum to obtain 

detTn+i = (1 - *p(*))detrn + {-l)nzp(z){p(z) - l)n 

Similarly (just transpose Tn+i and do the same thing) we see that detTn+i is 
also equal to the determinant of 

/      1 P(z) 
zp(z) — 1     1 — p{z) 0 

0 

V     0 

zp{z) -I    1 - p(z) 

P(z)   \ 
0 

0 
zp(z) - 1    1 - p(z)J 
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and 

detTn+i = (1 -p(z))detTn + (~l)np(z)(zp(z) - l)n 

Therefore 

For our p(z) = 1 ~%z we finally get 

(l-q^z^l-z)71-1 

detTn = 
(1 - q2z)n 

Appendix E. Useful Formulas. Recall that I) can be identified with the sub- 
space of Cn+1 where the sum of the entries of its vectors vanishes. Then we have 

hi     =     (0,0,...,li-i,-li,0,...,0) (E.l) 

The invariant symmetric bilinear form is just < (Ao,..., An), (/XQ, • • •, /in) >= Y2 ^itti- 
Using <, > to identify fy* with I) we find that the simple roots coincide with the hi 
and that the fundamental weights are 

1 
UJi rc + -(n + 1 - i,..., n + 1 - i, -z,..., -i) (E.2) 

where the change occurs from the z-th to the z+l-th coordinate. 
Recall that {vm} (m = 0,..., n) is the canonical basis of Cn+ and that //m is the 

weight of vm. We know that /XQ = ^i and fin = —con- The expressions for the other 
Mm are 

Mm = -r7(-l,-..,-l,n,-l,...,-l) (E.3) 
n + 1 

where the different coordinate is the m+l-th. Then 

n —1 
<Mm,Mm>=—~7     </im,Mz>=:—rr     < Vm + &,& - Vm >= 0       (E.4) 

n + 1 n + 1 

for all m, I. We didn't need the following two, but we collect them too (m 7^ I) 

< flm- VhVm - Vl >= 2 < Mm + «, Mm + Vl >= 2 — n 4-1 

Finally we collect the expression for p 

p = X;wi = ^(ia,.-.,i)-(o,i,...,n) 

Appendix   F.   Fusion   Matrix   for   the   Standard   Representation   of 
Uq(sin+1).   We just mention the formula referring to [ES99, EV98, EV99] for the 
proof and a more detailed development of the theory. 

J(A) = £ EM ® ^ + ^ !     ll^+j-o ^.« ® ^W (F-1) 
2,.7=0 i<j 
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In our notation qZi^-^+J-1) = ^2<A+p,/xi-Mj>   Actually, knowing that J is triangular 
with Is in the diagonal, proposition 2.5 provides a proof of (F.l). 

Appendix G. Warnings. We list some computational errors we have found in 
some previous publications. They surely do not affect the theory developed in those 
papers, but are important if one needs to perform precise calculations. 

1. The version of proposition 2.1 found in [FR92] (theorem 4.2 there) is not 
correct as stated. Also the formula for rv,v(z) on page 28 (which should 
correspond to ^n+i(2:)~1) is not correct (compare with (2.6)). We used the 
corrected version found in [EFK98] where one can also find a more general 
expression (for any finite dimensional representation) in the case of s^- 

2. The expressions for ^V
X\

V3(x^y) and for i?fc(u,A) found here can be used to 
deduce the fusion and exchange matrix without spectral parameter if one 
picks the corresponding constant coefficients. One then should correct the 
expression of the exchange matrix of [/^(sb) for the standard representation 
found in [ES99] (the term q^+^ does not appear correctly there). 

3. The version of proposition 2.5 found in [EFK98] (chapter 11) does not give 
fusion solutions. The solutions listed there are actually our solutions (2.19). 
One should then correct the expression for the connection matrix found in 
chapter 12. In the case of the standard representation the final answer is 
given by theorem 1.3. We do not give the correction for the general situation 
found there since we have not treated it here. We remark that one should 
read chapter 12 of [EFK98] as the guideline for those calculations (as we did 
here), but should always check the expressions. 
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